Adjectives for Character Sketches

adventurous, aggressive, altruistic, ambitious, anti-social
belligerent, benevolent, biased, bitter, blunt, bossy
callous, candid, careless, cautious, changeable, cheerful, clever, coarse, cocky, compassionate, composed,
conceited, confident, confused, conservative, contented, courageous, cowardly, critical, cruel, curious
deceitful, dedicated, defiant, delicate, dependable, dependent, desperate, determined, dignified, diligent,
diplomatic, discreet, domineering
easy-going, eccentric, efficient, egotistical, energetic, envious
fawning, fickle, flighty, flippant, flirtatious, foolish, forgetful, forgiving, friendly, frugal, frustrated, fussy
generous, greedy, guilty, gullible/honest, honorable, humble, humorous, hypocritical
idealistic, imaginative, immature, impatient, impetuous, impressionable, impulsive, incorrigible, indecisive,
independent, indifferent, industrious, inquisitive, insensitive, intense, irresponsible
jealous/lazy, lively, loyal
malicious, manipulative, materialistic, mature, melancholy, mercenary, merciful, modest, moody, mournful,
myopic
naive, nervous
obnoxious, observant, obsessed, obstinate, opportunistic, optimistic, outspoken
paranoid, passive, pathetic, patient, persevering, pessimistic, persuasive, petulant, pious, possessive,
practical, prejudiced, pretentious, protective
rational, rebellious, reckless, refined, reflective, reliable, resigned, resilient, resourceful, respectable,
responsible, restless, revengeful, romantic
sadistic, sanguine, self-centred, selfish, sensitive, sentimental, shallow, shiftless, simple-minded, sinister,
skeptical, snobbish, sober, spirited, spiteful, steady, stern, stoical, strict, strong-willed, stubborn, superficial,
surl, suspicious, sympathetic
talkative, tedious, thoughtful, tolerant, treacherous, trustworthy, tyrannical
uncouth, unfriendly, unscrupulous
vain, virtuous, vulnerable/weird, wild, withdrawn, wise, witty
youthful/zealous
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